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Abstract: Gene expression is inherently stochastic, and the dynamics of gene regulatory
networks (GRNs) is governed by the Chemical Master Equation (CME). In most cases,
the solution of the CME is not available, and the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA)
requires a high computational effort. In this work we illustrate the performance of a method
recently developed for the simulation of stochastic gene regulatory networks that allows
computational speeds up to 6500 times higher than SSA. Exploiting intrinsic structural
properties of GRNs, the method accurately approximates the Chemical Master Equation
(CME) with a Partial Integral Differential Equation (PIDE), which is solved numerically by
means of a semi-lagrangian method. The method is available within the toolbox SELANSI
https://sites.google.com/view/selansi.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gene expression involves a set of reaction steps (tran-
scription, translation) in which molecular species (DNA,
mRNA) are present at low copy numbers. Deterministic
descriptions are therefore usually not appropriate to de-
scribe the dynamics of gene regulatory networks (Szekely
and Burrage, 2014). Accepted descriptions under well-
mixed conditions (Thomas et al., 2012) are the Chemical
Master Equation (CME) and the Stochastic Simulation
Algorithm (SSA) (Gillespie, 2007).

In fact, the effects of intrinsic noise have been found to be
crucial in many examples involving gene regulation (both
in natural and synthetic systems). In a recent paper by
Potvin-Trottier et al. (2016), the importance of noise for
circuit design in synthetic biology has been emphasized,
and the Repressilator has been revisited and modified
using principles of stochastic chemistry to reduce de effects
of molecular noise, achieving long-term oscillations keeping
phase for hundreds of generations in single cells. The role
of noise has been also shown to be of great importance
in genetic switches and, recently, Pájaro et al. (2015)
proposed method can be employed to identify parameter
regions leading to bimodal or binary distributions with
specific switching properties.

However, stochastic descriptions of the dynamics are often
computationally involved, and in applications that require
a large number of simulations (as it can be the case in
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parameter estimation or automated design in synthetic
biology) might become intractable.

In a previous work (Pájaro et al., 2017a) we proposed,
under mild assumptions, an approximation of the CME
by a Partial Integro-Differential Equation (PIDE) model
and developed a semilagrangian numerical method to
solve it with high efficiency. The method generalizes for
n-dimensional networks the approximation proposed by
(Friedman et al., 2006) for a gene with self regulation. The
method has been implemented in the toolbox SELANSI
(Pájaro et al., 2017b).

Here we show the performance of the PIDE model based
method for simulation of stochastic gene regulatory net-
works through an 3-gene example involving external in-
duction, self and mutual regulation.

2. METHODS

We consider the mechanism of transcription-translation
illustrated in Fig. 1. The transitions between active
(DNAon) and inactive (DNAoff ) states are regulated
by binding/unbinding of transcription factors XJ . Tran-
scription and translation occur at rates km and kx per
unit time. kε is associated to the transcriptional leakage.
γm and γx are degradation rate constants of mRNA and
protein, respectively. Each gene can be regulated by differ-
ent transcription factors, expressed by itself and/or other
genes in the network, as well as external inputs.

Assuming that mRNA degradation is faster than the
degradation of the proteins, the CME describing this
network can be approximated by a PIDE model of the
form:
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frequency which relates to burst size.

The differential part of the PIDE is discretized using a
semilagrangian method, and the integral term is approxi-
mated by a composed trapezoidal quadrature formula.

To compare the computational performance of the semi-
lagrangian method with respect to SSA, we generate SSA
realizations to achieve the same accuracy provided by the
PIDE and compare the CPU time.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the gene expression mechanism.

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Using the semilagrangian method, we compute the prob-
ability distributions of protein abundance for a 3-gene
network in Fig 2.

Selected snapshots at different times are shown in Fig 3,
including the stationary distribution. Making a compar-
ison as indicated in the methods section, we show that
the semilagrangian method is up to 6500 faster than SSA,
and the PIDE model provides good approximations for
degradation rate rations already in the order of 3-5.
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∂p

∂t
(t, x) =

n∑
i=1

(
∂

∂xi

[
γi
x(x)xip(t, x)

]
− kimci(x)p(t, x)+

kim

∫ xi

0

ωi(xi − yi)ci(yi)p(t, yi) dyi

)
,

where p(t, x) denotes the probability distribution function
associated to the n proteins expressed in the networks, and
functions:

ωi(xi − yi) =
1

bi
exp

(
−xi − yi

bi

)
, (1)

describe the conditional probability for proteins jumping
from a state yi to xi, where bi = kix/γ

i
m is the translation

frequency which relates to burst size.

The differential part of the PIDE is discretized using a
semilagrangian method, and the integral term is approxi-
mated by a composed trapezoidal quadrature formula.

To compare the computational performance of the semi-
lagrangian method with respect to SSA, we generate SSA
realizations to achieve the same accuracy provided by the
PIDE and compare the CPU time.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the gene expression mechanism.

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Using the semilagrangian method, we compute the prob-
ability distributions of protein abundance for a 3-gene
network in Fig 2.

Selected snapshots at different times are shown in Fig 3,
including the stationary distribution. Making a compar-
ison as indicated in the methods section, we show that
the semilagrangian method is up to 6500 faster than SSA,
and the PIDE model provides good approximations for
degradation rate rations already in the order of 3-5.
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